Just as war as its intricacies, so does its aftermath. Conflict and its aftermath tend to leave societies which were caught in it, into desolate rubble of ruin, leaving its constituent inhabitants to fend for themselves sans a proper governmental system and institutes which guarantee their survival and self-sufficiency. With the rehabilitation, it doesn’t only mean the re-forging of a once existing society into its then-self and repurposing it for the next five or ten years. With the rehabilitation, it shouldn’t just include the financial and humanitarian betterment as past development. With the rehabilitation that needs to deployed it needs to look into all spheres of development in case of post conflict societies, i.e., humanitarian, political stability, security, human resource development, infrastructure, etc. all in flexible, fool-proof and financial manner. The newer methods of rehabilitation also require an assured guarantee of conflict and crisis prevention such as development of early warning systems, predictive conflict mapping etc.

Ever since its inception, the UNDP has made significant progress in case of rehabilitation of conflict affected regions ending up with good results, seeing as it’s focused in areas such as crisis prevention and recovery. Several examples would range from its action plans in the Arab states as of present situation, in which the UNDP has been known for uplifting the lives of many displaced by the range of conflicts that spurred the region, with the building of suitable rehabilitation centres, health care facilities, restoration of basic infrastructure and services. UNDP works with national and international partners to prevent, mitigate, manage and help communities and countries recover from violent conflicts and natural disasters, they have been known for collaborating with national and local authorities as well as the likes of NGOs so as to maximise their effort and ensure its completion.

Japan and the UNDP has been known for some time to have a close relationship in latter’s efforts of rehabilitation in the conflict Arab states. UNDP’s partnership with Japan in the Arab States region is focused on the most critical issues in each country where the both of them are working at. Seeing as Japan’s continuing efforts in the Arab states have already perceive an overwhelming positive response, the delegate of Japan would like to put forth general-common rehabilitation action plan and its associated factors which can relatable with every member country. By focusing on all aspects as stated above, but not only looking into the focused arena of crisis and conflict prevention but also the other three prioritized arenas as well so as to ensure a common, relatable and concrete rehabilitation programme. The delegate of Japan feels that by addressing the factors of Security, Democratic, Health care, Infrastructure and Human resource rehabilitation, the UNDP can not only the answer of providing for these conflict ridden countries. The delegate of Japan would also like to propose a signature financial system so as to fund this far reaching agenda, so as to ensure maximised effort.
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